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When qual i ty ,
strength, and
accuracy are your
main requi rements,
Paraclipse antennas are
your f irst choice.

Only Paracl ipse offers such
variety; {our dist inctly different series:

.the Truss-Ribbed Classic,

. the Cour ier  Del iverable Ecl iose.

.the Stretch Formed Hydro,

.the Commercial Patriot.

Every Paraclipse model sets the
industrv standard in i ts class, worldwide.
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COOP'S COMMENT
Two April visitors to my rural New

Zealand home were M. Raajhendhran (the
R.AJ in GI's "Raj-TV") and Shankar Karikar
of Skyline Communications. The two
operate the Tamil language satellite 6' .t;
broadcasts from studios in Madras on what 

"ffi

just happens to be "the most powerful "u 
,

satellite TV service channel in the world." | /
They visited New Zealand (and Australia)
listening to viewer feedback and searching
for the "right mix" of programming to expand their television broadcast day to a

fulI 24 hours. Their visit to New Zealand,
started when SF reader Mark Fahey of
Spacelabs Medical (Ir{orth Ryde NSUD
drove by their Madras studio during &
business visit to India and then faxed me
asking if I thought he should stop in to say
"hello." Idid.

Fahey educated a quickly excited ,'I\{r. Raj"
by shanng with hrm some videotape he
carried of his RAJ-TV reception in New
South Wales. To that point, nobody at

ilj:'iHl'['-T:I'H T'""'#": ;
SaIFACTS and this prompted the Tamil broadcaster to call us. "re,e.,, w" u*rw"o
him, "your signal reaches qlf over the pacific and there are undoubtedly
proglammers down here who would lilce to broadcast to such a sizeable
audience." And so Ir&. Raajhendhran and ]rdr. Kankar came to visit.

Their detailed, frankiy hair-raising tales of what it is like to be involved in the
presently unstable Indian cable-satellite marketplace were fascinating and a
subject for a later report. I was struck, however, by the great srmilarities between
the uncertainties of the Indian satellite world and our own in Australia and New
zealand.It is sometimes fashionable to make jokes and poke filn at the apparent
chaotic uncertarnty within the A.r.rstralian pay TV world and to somehow believe
Australia's mistakes are unique. We explore the status of the new Galaxy service
starting on page 2 here but I assure you this is a story now repeating world-wide.

May 15,1995

"Mr. Raj," Coop, Shankar in NZ

In Volume I t Number 9
GALAXY LALTNCIIES:

Controversial, Making Mistakes but 'On The Air' At Last (page 2)
SMATV-MOTELS: The TV Set Interface (page 5)

CABLE TV: Sneaking Into The Neighbourhood (page g)
HOME SYSTEMS: Cost vs. programming (page 23)

Departments
The Satellite Technician (Selecting The Right Cable) _p.1 I

SPACE Notes (The Decoder Shuffle) -p.14
DATA Sheet (125W to 53E) -p.18

With The Observers -p.20, SaIFACTS Orbit Watch -p.24

Autumn south of the "-n?llJffo?lH rn.,"o*s are preparing
for wintr by stocking theii panlry with Counhy Music Television

and pumpkins to ward o{f the Antarctic chills.



8 CIL{NNELS NOW: 32 Promised

GALAXY:
How Many Channels? When? How Much?

Australia's two-decade struggle to bring to consurners
a pav television service frnally bore fruit on January 26
with the launch of a sometimes controversial. always
newsworthy Premier Sports Network. Now, some 109
days after PSN came alive" the controversy surrounding
the Galaxy service is reaching a fever pitch. 'Ihe

struggles leading to the launch of the pay service only
seem to have been a prelude to what is just ahead.
Nothing, not even the transmission format, seems to be
stable at this writrng.

Australis (parent of Galaxy) placed more than A$200
million on the line just for the legal right to operate.
Then the search for partners with money and expertise
began. American cable TV giant TCI (the world's largest
cable TV operating company) was an early investor.
Rupert Murdoch's News Corp and Australia's largest
corporation Telstra (operator of the primary telephone
company) are the most recent; dropping 4$79.4 into the
pot in March (1).

Australis/Galaxy was possibly rushed into operation
at the urong point in history. Australian regulations are
heavily in t'avour of an all digrtal delivery system; the
reality has been that hardware suppliers are not ready to
deliver a working all digital system. Not at consurner
level pricing, in consumer quantities. American firm
TCI. certainly with 'clout' througlr their equity position
in Galaxy, has been a staunch supporter of General
Instrument (GI) for more than a decade. By some US
cable TV industry estimates, if TCI were to stop

AUSTRALIA'S FIRST SERIOUS
PAY TV ENTRANT

purchasing from Gi tomorrow. GI sales would fall by
between 25 and 30%. TCI pushed Australis to consider,
ultimately contract for, the GI Digicipher system.
Unfortunately, at the time of the decision (mid-199a)
the Digrcipher system was not a mature compressed
digital video technolory. GI had two major problems
with Digicipher:

GI had designed their own compressed digital video
protocol (technology) and it is unique. If you transmit in
Digicipher, you are forced to install Digicipher protocol
receivers.

Digrcipher 1 is not only unique, it also lacks the final
refinements of the world MPEG-2 standard that was
ultimately adopted in late 1994 by the world's
technology societies. tlltimately, this will require all
early Digicipher 1 format systems to be replaced with a
Digrcipher 2 updated version.

Additionally, Australis had another tough decision:
Digrcipher 1 is only an NTSC (Amencan standard)

system. If you elected to use it in Australia, any (PAL
format) receiver plugged into the system would require a
standards converter; from Digicipher NTSC to PAL.

As the Australis Galaxy system matured on paper
several decisions were made.

f) The sewice would'come out' first on MDS (tenes-
trial microwave) in the major markets: Sydney,
Adelaide, Melboume, Perth and Brisbane.

2) Optus satellite would distribute the signals using
the Digrcipher 1 (l'{TSC) format primarily because PAL
was not available. At each h{DS transmitter site. the

/h
The GALAXY Links:
Uplink signals to Optus are
received on ground by 4.5m
range dishes, signals are /
processed (see left) and 
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THE LOOK OF GALAXY: The First Six Channels Available

The'contracf between Galary and the subscribers calls for 8 channels of programming to be delivered to the
home. Through the 28th of April, Galaxy was "two channels shorf' of that eight and of the six available (see

off-screen photos above), not all were full-time W1, Music Video, Documentary for example). The addition of
'MAX', based largely on the USA Nickelodeon network programmes, and 'ARENA', a mixture of specials and

concerts, completes the initial 8 channel package sold at A$49.95 per month (CNBC is included as well).

programming would be stsndards converted from NTSC
to PAL.

3) The PAL signals would be encrypted to prevent
'piracf (signal theft); a lesson leamed elsewhere in the
world where MDS receivers are sometimes sold openly
to people who buy the receiving systems to circumvent
the normal monthly subscnption procedures.

All of this is worked out to the benefit of GI. They
would supply their satellite uplink Digicipher
encryption system (the package of electronics that
converts an analogue TV prograrnme to digrtal) at a
price of US$775,000 for the first programme channel.
They would supply GI Digicipher I Model i500 IRDs
(integrated receiver-decoder) to the MDS sites. And
through a wholly owned subsidiary, they would supply
the analogue encryption units and set-top decoders for
the MDS reception. Down the road, after MDS was
underway, GI was the firm most likely to supply DTH
(direct to home) IRD ufts as well. But that would have

1l Readers with an interest in an in-depth analysis of
the "Galary Problems" should order CTD 9404 at
NZ$30 from Coop's Technology Digest, PO Box 330,
Mangonui, New Zealand (newly issued April 28)

to wait until the PAL version @igcipher 2) was
available; the likely date was to be mid-l995.

The plan was to launch with Digicipher 1 because
only a few hundred model 1500 receivers would be
required and the NTSC format video (from uplink
studio through the satellite to the MDS trarumitter site)
would be confined to that portion. When Digicipher 2
was available, with its PAL compatibility, these
receivers would be changed out or converted to
Digicipher 2 and the system would cease using NTSC at
all; it would be a totally PAL system from initial digital
uplink to the subscribefs PAL format receiver.

Enter News Corporation On March 9 (1995) Rupert
Murdoclfs News Corp, telephone company Telstra and
Galaxy had an announcement:

Mwdoch and Telstra were pooling their resources to
invest a much-hyped A$3.9 billion to build a massive
fibre plus courial cable pay TV wired network. They
said it would pass before 1.1 million Australian homes
by 1999. To provide programming for this new massive
cable TV system, News Corp and Telstra each
purchased shares in Australis. From Australis to cable



UNCERTAIN GALAXY DTH PLANS:
Galaxy engineering had anticipated a cost per

household of A$1,150 for each DTH system package
using dishes in the under 1m class, a "phase-locked,'

LNB, and an IRD to be supplied by General lnstrument
(DSR-2200 in PAL format; see p.21 SF#B). The

announced installation price per home was to be A$300.
Significant community (Council) opposition to the

threat of dishes on rooftops in Sydney and Brisbane
suburbs will complicate the dish installation process.

With word that Rupert Murdoch's News Corporation
has manipulated the hardware decision to bring in the

NTL digital system in place of Gl Digicipher, it is back to
ground zerolor the planners. Murdoch will use NTL plus

PACE receivers for his AsiaSat 2 service.

GALAXY DTH planned:
OPTUS signal to dish through
stabla LNB to IRD (integrated
receiverdescrambler) wh ich
includes descrambler for

channals. ^ U'

DISH: <.5m (portions of

sinsle or multipte 9llys
programme TR10H,11H

Australia) to >2m (some

I lnO I sections of NewZealand)
+

I
A Programming out to TV receiver

would come an initial 8 TV programming services.
Within a month the influence of News Corp was
increasing and the sword dropped on GI:

Galaxl' would toss out Digicipher in favour of the
NTL (British bred) System 2000; the same system
STARnet will introduee on AsiaSat 2 when it launches
sometime after August.

There are several sound reasons for this abrupt
change. First, NTL has not been as slow to fully develop
compressed digital video MPEG-2 hardrvare because
they own and control the operations that manufacture
the much-in-demand MPEG-2 decoding chips which
every receiver and decoder requires. GI has frequently
blamed its own failure to meet delivery schedules for
Digicipher 2 on the "shortage' of decoding chips. GI
does not own and control the manufacture of chips; it
depends upon outside suppliers.

Second, from the business vantage point of News
Corp, a switch to NTL System 2000 will mean
additional income for Murdoch: The system's
conditional access (software that allows viewers into the
programmrng) and subscriber management system
(which keeps track of customers and automates the
billing procedures, especially for pay-per-view
programmes as distinct from pay channels) is owned by
News Datacom. Yes, that is another Murdoch
subsidiary.

Although no supplier for the System 2000 receivers
has been announced, most everyone believes it will be
PACE which is already buildrng and shipprng similar
receivers for the launch of STARnet MPEG-2 sewice.
AI\TD DTH?

The DTH launch from Galaxy could easily be delayed
until late in 1995, or early 1996, given the more
pressing problems associated with the conversion from
GI to NTL and the need for significant numbers of DTH
receivers before the system is launched. The announced
price of ,4$300 installation and monthly A$50 may be
adjusted. As an example, the original A$299 MDS

installation price for G"lorl'was dropped to A$99 late
in furil.

Each receiver is totally addressable; per programme
channel or for the service as a whole. The present
OPTUS Bl transponders in use are high power and
concentrate their cover4ge along the coast line from
Brisbane south and then west to Perth. Enough signal
spills into New Zealand that dishes as small as 1.2m
have been successfully tested in the Auckland area
under clear sky conditions. TV GTIIDE for New
Zealand" owned by Murdoch, used a full page March 24
to hype' the "coming of l2a multi-digital programme
channels for Kiwis." To date, however, nobody within
Galaxy has been willing to comment on how, or when,
the services might be offered to Kiwi homes. Out of
luck are Australian regions away from the coastal strips
served by transponders 10H and 1lFI, and other Pacific
Ocean Regton areas; for now.



Part Two

ADDING SATELLITE CHANNELS TO
A MASTER ANTENNA SYSTEM

Review
In SF#8 we explained that DSB (double sideband)

modulators are spectrum inefficient polluters, although
low in cost. Each DSB modulator occupies at least two
TV channels; its designed-for channel and by spillage of
energy, the immediately lower channel as well.

We also leamed that if the modulator used in an
SMATV system is of 'cable TV design'we will not only
eliminate the unwanted 'sideband enorglr that pollutes
the lower adjacent channel, but we will also gain the
ability to adjust the desired channel's soturd carrier to
ensure that the immediate upper adjacent channel will
not suffer'sound-bar-interference'. The sum of these two
benefits strongly suggests that plann:ng the addition of
satellite TV signals to existing motel / hotel I
condominium coa>rial cable distribution systems should
always be done with'cable TV modulators'; also known
as'VSB' (vestigial sideband [modulators]).

The TV Set Interface
Individual television sets, designed and manufactured

since approximately 797A, contain a limited amount of
adjacent channel filtering. This design feature allows
these receivers to be utilised in an environment where
equal-in-signal-level TV channels are presented to the
TV receiver on immediately adjacent channels. Channel
numbers glve us some clue as to whether they are
'adjacent' or non-adjacent. 2 is followed by 3 which is
followed by 4 in numerical sequence; logically 3 in this
sequence would be adjacent to both 2 and 4 within the
radio frequency spectrum. Unfortunately the designers
of TV 'bands' (spectrum space for the trarxmission of
TV programme channels) were not nearly as logical as
the people who designed the numerics counting system.
And as we saw in SF#8 (p 11), in different portions of
the world differing approaches to TV bands'has left us
with the legacy of non-uniform utilisation of the W{F
TV spectrum (essentially 45-230 MHz). The reader is
referred to SF#8, page 11 to more fully understand how
the spectrum has been 'laid out' in different world
regions and once you have a gasp of that you can more
fully appreciate why a television receiver designed to
fi,rnction in New Zealan{ for example, may not always
be able to tune-in all of the channels in use in Australia.
The cable TV industry tackled and solved this challenge
in the 1970s by creating a brand new 'channelling

Anatomv of Coaxial Cable

Insulation Weather jacket
t

o #/. --<-
centre shietd (stops
conductor interference
(canies signal) ingress)

scheme'of their own. This is possible for cable pulposes
because while New Zealand, for example, was not able
to utilise for TV broadcasting the spectrum space
between 69 and 90 MHz because of prior-to-TV use of
this spectrum by various two-way radio and signalling
systems, the cable system is largely protected from these
radio system users by the shielded nature of its coaxial
cable distribution system.

in all situations, how one utilises various portions of
the spectrum is largely dictated by the concem that
interference between users not occur. Coorial cable, if
properly designed and installed, has a very high
immunity to something called 'ingress'; the opacity of
the cable's inside transmission wire to any
same-frequency signals that originate outside of the
cable proper.

Thus it was deemed practical to create 'cable-only' TV
channels for use by the coaxial distribution system even
where the 'outside world' fteyond the cable) were
utilising the same frequencies for dispatching police
cars or ambulances. It should be noted that there are
practical limits to the cable's abilrty to 'shield' itself
from ingress; if there exists in an area very powerful
transmitters in a certain frequency range (such as FM
broadcasting stations in the 88-108 MHz regron),
transmissions from these non-cable sources can ingress
rnto the cable system and cause interference to
cable-oniy transmissions being canied; a function of fie
'power level' of the FM broadcasters. Conversely, the
relatively low power two-way radio transmitters will not
penetrate the coo<ial cable's 'shieldin$ except at very
close distances.

By creating 'cable-only' TV charurels. the cable
industry had to face the fact that many (probably most)
TV sets then in manufacture would not be able to
tune-in these cable-only channels. The solution to this
was to design a new consumsr-use box that typically is

I



Cable Converter - TV set Interface

@ltntrareo
L lremote

47-450 MHz from cable system
to set-top converter

61.25MH2
to TVset

Atlanta, and many in Asia) usually avoid this problem
by providing the cable system technicians a method
of adjusting the converters, intemally, for the
channelling scheme in use. TV receiver manufacturers
have not yet reached this level of flexibilrty

Ail of this comes home for the motel or condominium
prqect adding one or more satellite delivered
programme channels. Obviously the added channel(s)
must conform to the tuning ability (range) of the TV
receivers already in place; or, the motel operator must
elect either set-top converters or to replace the TV
receivers with a model that has the added.channel tuning
capacity. Fortunately for the designer / installer of the
new system, the manufacturers of VSB modulators give
you total freedom to select virtually any modulator
output channel you wish; literally from 5 MHz to 800+
MHz. This suggests that you begin your modulator
channel selection process by first determining (a) what
channels are 'open' in the existing systein, and, (b) the
ability of the TV receivers to tune these not-in-use
charurels. A subset of this routine is the consideration of
how you will fold the satellite channels into the existing
in-use channels.

As we saw in SF#8, a TV receiver can properly
ttne-in and display channels that are frequency-adjacent
provided the chmnels are equal (even) in slgnal level; at
the TV set. If channels 5 and 7. for example, are local
terreshial channels already on the cable distribution
network and you wish to add channel 6 as a modulator
channel, flrst you must determine whether 5 and 7 are
equal in level within the system. Equal in level means
the visual carrier levels of 5 and 7 should be within +/-
2 dB of each other, worst case. Now, if eve.rything
works out, you can slide in a VSB modulator on
channei 6 without having interference between
channels"

Il on the other hand, channel 5 is stronger within the
system by 6 dB than channel7, rt will be diflicult to
find an appropriate in-system signal level for channel6's
VSB modulator that will not cause 7 to 6 problems or 6
to 5 problems. The answer here is that before you can
utilise our channel 6 example for satellite programming
first you must correct the imbalance between terresfial
channels 5 and7. This can be an expensive chore since
proper level control for terrestrial signals on 5 and 7
will require individual channel processing of each
channel. It is within the individual channel processing
hardware that you can control the separate carrier levels
(visual and audio) for these two channels. A less
expensive solution is to insert wave-traps into the
channel 5 and 7 antenna line before signal amplification
and attenuate the appropriate channel 5 and 7 carriers to
create a balance between them. The problem, with wave
traps, is twofold:

placed atop the TV receiver. It was called a ,cable

convertel, or in its current form, a'cable decode/. The
converter functions by havrng the in-built abiltty to tune
through all of the cable charurels as well as the locally
assigned broadcasting channels. Each channel tuned-in
rs processed by the converter and then outputted to the
standard TV set. In this procedure the TV set is tuned to
a single channel (typically one of the lower channels
between 45 and 70 MHz) where it stays. The channel
'changing' is done by the converter; it tunes-in the
selected cable channel and redirects it to the TV set on
the output channel ofthe converter.

As cable penetration in North America and Europe
rncreased (more and more homes sigarng up for cable)
the TV receiver manufacturers took notice of this cable
solution and ultimately TV sets were offered to the
market for direct-cable-tuning; i.e., the TV set's tuner
was designed like the cable converter trurer to directly
access each cable TV channel.

Alas, the TV set manufacturers always seemed to be
from 1 to 3 years behind the cable industry's insatiable
appetite to continue adding new cable channels and an
inter-industry war began that continues to this day.

Recall from SF#8 that if you start from a specific
frequency (such as Australian channel 0 at 46.25 \&IZ
or New Zealand channel I at 45.25, or European
channel 2 at 48.25) and using numerics create a new TV
channel every 7 MHz above the base frequency, you end
up wrth an approximation of the 'cable spectrum'.
created by the cable TV industry. But it is only an
approximation and for TV sets sent to Australia and to
work on cable the TV sefs tuner must correspond to the
TV channelling 'scheme' selected by the cable operator.
Even in the United States where such things are now
closely regulated by Federal rules, there are four
separate, distinct, channelling schemes. Thus a TV set
that claims to be "cable ready" (meaning it has cable
tuning built-in) can easily not be ready for a specific
cable system but it would work fine in another.

Cable set-top converters (produced by a number of
firms including General Instrument and Scientific



THREE CHOICES: Treating Terrestrial Sisnals Before Addino Adiacent Ghannels

Output Antenna Input Output to System
to

System
(on same
channel)

Wave Traps require separate
units for picture carrier level
and aural carrier level control

Single channel ('on-channel') strip
amplifiers filter out other frequencies,
amplify the single channel to a high
output level and control AAy' carriers

Heterodyne Processors take
input channel to 'lF' for
main am plificationffiltering/
level control, return to RF

1) They introduce 'phase delay'to the received signal,
and may create ghosts and smeared colour where before
there was crisp pictures.

2) Wave trap tuning is sensitive to ambient temper-
ature change and after you laboriously adjust the traps
at the time of installation (with a quality signal level
meter), a 20 degree swing in temperatwe causes the
circuits in the wave-traps to retune themselves.
Suddenly the traps are no longer functioning properly
and you, the installer, have a serious service call on your
hands. The only solution to this one is to install the
wave traps in a contarner that maintains a suitably stable
ambient temperature; +l- 5 degrees C.

Readjusting (balancing) local channels, then, have
three options:

l) Use wave traps (cost around NZ$450 per channel
inside a housing heated with a light bulb operated by a
thermostat);

2) Use on-channel 'strip-amplifiers' which otfer you
both gain as well as channel filtering and individual
control of the audio and visual carrier levels Q.iZ$590
per channel);

3) Use heterodyne signal processors which allow you
to solect any input channel (47-862 MHz), ampliS plus
filter plus 'adjust' it, and then produce any output
channel (47-550 MHz) you wish OJZ$1440 per
channel).

Solutions 2 and3 also provide significant gain for the
channel such that you will be able to go directly into the
cable distribution system (after appropriate channel
mixing) without need for further amplification. They
also provide stiff AGC' (automatic gain control) which
eliminates virtually all signal level deviations at the TV
receivers caused by r'rp and down swings in the
incoming terrestrial signal level. Since the ultimate level
to each receiver establishes the TV set's ability to
properly deal with adjacent channels, this AGC function
is of some importance. Your VSB cable modulators will
be totally stable in output level in normal operation and
the end result will be a 'stable distribution system' not
effected by weather or other propagation abnormalities.

Alas, many smaller motels will not be able to afford
the high costs associated with processing the terrestrial
channels, and you can avoid this cost by simply not
placing the new satellite channels adjacent to existrng
terrestnal services. This is a practical solution provided
you have:

1) Availabie, unused channels rn abundance such that
you do not require the channels adjacent to terrestnal
signals, and,

2) That the facilills TV sets are capable of tuning in
the channel(s) you are selecting for the satellite
delivered programming.

This series will continue in SF#10.

PANAH.IPSE SEAAEEIITE| FON NISTEIEI]TON
Paraclipse, The World Leader in Satellite Antenna Technolory, is continuing to expand services
world-wide and is now accepting applications for distributors to sele
New Zealand and Australia. Paraclipse, a manufacturer of satellite
receive antenrun for both residential and commercial use ranging
from 1.8 to 4.8 metres in size, is headquartered in
Columbus, Nebraska U. S.A. Interested
parties should contact Paraclipse Sales
Manager Mr. Norman Bruner via
telephone, fax or letter.

Paraclipse, Inc.
P.O. Box 686, Columbus, Nebraska 68602 U.S.A.
Te[ 4&l-563-3625 . Fax 4U2-564-21O9



Part Three

THE NEIGHBOURHOOD CABLE TV SYSTEM
Turning A Dish Into A Money Earner

Lr Review The invested cost of the headend portion depends
A cable television system is a business designed to almost entirely upon the number of channels the system

eam money for its investors. Most systems planned in offers; each channel costs more investment money
recent years have intended to service entire towns or because of the added equipment required. Ln more
even large cities and the investment required for such a complex cable system* ,rring "addressable converters,,
business can easily approach several thousand dollars (where each subscriber home can be individually
(in NZ or Australia currency) per actual subscriber. addressed through the cable for approval to view certain
Most cable systems find they approach a level of channels or services), there is a considerable increase in'penetration' (i.t., percentage of homes actually investment for the addressing equipment. For this
subscribing to the service out of the total number of reason most smaller systems elect not to be
homes which the cable wires'pass') as follows: "addressable;" a system that will ultimately serve fewer

At end of year: than 5,000 homes (as a minimum) probably has no
One: 10-12% will subscribe business considering an "addressable system disign.',
Two: 15-18% will subscribe The cable plant investment cost will vary significantly
Three: 21-25% will subscribe as a function of the costs associated with installing the
Four. 27-30Yow1ll subscribe coaxial cable and electronics required. If a kilometre of
Five:32-3594 will subscnbe suitable cable with the required electronics could be

Lr the United States, cable penetration runs between laid directly on the ground in a straight line, the
60 and 65% on'mature' cable systems, those that are ten "installed" cost would average under NZ$6,000 p",
years or older. In Europe, penetration runs as low as kilometre. Unfortunately there are sound reasons why
25% GIK after 5 years) to 92o/o (Ilolland and Belgium you camot simpiy string out a kilometre of cable in a
after 15 years). Systems thzt are locally owned and straightlinelayingitonthesurfaceoftheground.
managed tend to have hrgher penetration numbers than 1) It would be subject to damage;
those operated by absentee management; perhaps 2) It would never be approved 'laying on the ground'
because a local owner more closely identifies the system by the local (Council) authonties.
with the actual commrurity itself. A cable TV system is a There are two altematves to laying it on the ground.'local service' and its real opportunity to grow is almost l) Suspend it.from utility poles (called 'aerial') using
always interwoven to the extent that it makes an effort suitable hardware developed for this purpose, typically
to be a'community service'. As a matter of fact, the least I to 1.5 metres below (lower than) the top-of-pole
profitable cable systems are virtually always owned by a electrical wires (the distance is a matter of safety); or,
large company that makes a conscious effort to run the 2) Bury the cable in the grorind, where ultimately most'local system' as if it were in fact a part of a much larger (utilitt services will end up anyhow.
network. Suspending the cable on utility poles is more labour

intensive than simply rolling it out on the ground and
There are two fi.ndamental capital (investment dollar) requires approximately NZ$a0 in hardware for each

costs associated with a cable system: pole. In a kilometre, there will on average be 16 poles.
All up, labour and hardware, the surcharge cost for

1) The system's "headend" (the collection of satellite stringing the system on poles will add NZ$1,300 to the
and terrestrial antennas and electronics that individually basic cost of the equipment (as laid out on the ground);
processes each TV programme channel before placing it NZ$7,300 is a suitable planning number. But that
on the cable system); number assumes conditions that may not exist for you:

2) The system's "plant" (the network of cable, am- It assumes no rearangement of the existing wires on
plifiers and passive devices that distributes the the utility poles will be required before your TV cable is
programming channels around the neighbourhood or attached. The cost of such rearrangements are typically
commumty' paid by the cable operator and a pole with a massive (in

your way) power transformer can cost several thousand
dollars to'cleal for cabie TV wires.



It assumes no significant tree
trimming is required to get
your cable from pole to pole.

It assumes you are not work-
lng in a heavily developed
regton where safety and other
regulations plus traffic flow
may requlre that you do all of
your installation work in the
middle of the rught (!).

Thus NZ$7,300 is a starting
number, to be increased for
'aerial' plants based upon the
local conditions.

Anatomv Of Cable On A pole
This is a complex pole (those with
power transformers are, however,
more complex): At the very top,'Primary' power which is so
dangerous that even the power
company stays away from itl

Down 1i3rd distance, the
secondary power which seryes

homes in the neighbourhood with
two (wooden) crossbars; the
lower one is a power'take-off

point for mains service to homes
down a street to the right centre.

G-___r,
,  \  Cable

-. 
' ' , r""""ng"r,,

\
\ wlre; crossarm

Cable TV tines (3)
and amplifiers
(see below)

To reduce the chance for
electrocution, the cable TV ,,pole
space" is protected by a wooden
crossarm (lowest one on pole).

The main cable line comes to the
pole in the bundle of 3 seen

plugging into the weather-tight
equipment housings just to right

of pole. A single (obviously
smaller) cable comes out of the

amplifiers heading down the
street to right.

Burial plants start from the
same base number. arornd
NZ$6,000 per kilometre.
There is no direct'hardware,as
such with a buried plant but
you do have ground mounted
pedestals. fibregiass contain-
ers similar to those you have
notrced from the telephone
company, protruding out of
the ground .3 to 1 metre in
height It is inside of these
housings that every connection
and piece of electronics is
placed. The size of the
housing depends upon what
goes inside. As a rule of
thumb, you will place housings at a 'lot line'where two
neighbouring parcels share a cofilmon boundary. jnside
will be the customer tap-off device for those two homes.

By utilising 'direct burial, cable (designed to go
directly into the goun{ without pVC ducting to protect
the cable your costs will be lower but yow flexrbility to
upgrade or replace cable at a later date will drop to'zero'. 40 to 5omm PVC ducting allows you to pull the
actual coa><ial cable througlr the urderground concluit
system; directly burying the cable (open up a trench,
slide the cable in and fill the trench back in) eliminates
this future option.

Bare-ground burial, with or without pVC ducting is
the minimum cost level for a buried plant. Far more
significant (and expensive) are sidewalks and roadway
surfaces to be cut for the cable's burial.

There are no rules of thumb for bwied cable plant
costs smce each bit of terrain has its own unique
obstacles. Sandy soil can be direct biiried at a rate
exceeding 200 metres per hour. rocky soil at a far lower
rate. Sidewalks and roadways that have to be 'cut' drop
to as little as ten metres per hour just to 'open'the trench
or slot. Rates for direct burial depend upon all of these

variabies (and more) and of greatest importance, the
skills and equipment of the people doing the work. A
properly equipped rig just for sandy and loose rock
burial will cost upwards of NZ$40,000 wrth rwrning
costs (replacing broken diggrng teeth is a big item)
running to NZ$100 per hour.

In rural areas, a direci burial cost in the vicinity of
NZ$2.50 per metre is a bargain; in more developed areas
the numbers can sklrocket to $100 per metre when you
tackle concrete roadway crossings.

So as a bare minimum, think in terms of NZ$2,500
burial (portion) cost per kilometre if everything is'perfect' for burial. There is no top end limit in major
downtown developed regions of larger cities. Diamond
tipped cutting blades plowing tkough 0.5 metre thick
concrete are open ended in operating cost.

There is another approach. If y6ur cable sysgem l5 3
true "neighbourhood system" you may, as has been done
in two New Zealand communities, go from house to
house to secure their permission to route your cable



along back property lines, attaching it to fences and
trees urd whatever else is handy Avoiding the utility
poles, avoiding going urderground, will certainly lower
the costs. Until you reach a street and need to cross to
go on with the system expansion.

Going across a govemment maintained street requires
permission. [a its least complicated form, you approach
the local authorities for permission. You rvill need a
plan.

1) Will you cross overhead (ur*g two utility poles,
city light poles), or underground?

2) Are you prepared to be financially responsible for
any damage (such as slicing up the street and
sidewalks?).

3) Are you prepared, if overhead, to place your cable
the safe-mandated distance above the roadway? There
are safety standards here in every jurisdiction.

Heading Down The Road
Retuming to the headend, each channel has its own

modulator (low power transmitter) or channel processor
(for off-air terrestrial signals). And at the headend you
combine (bring together) these individual channels to a
single cable; your trunk line (see SF#8, p.8). The signal
level (strength) of each channel as the tmnk cable leaves
your headend is the total 'signal powel you have
available to reach the end of the line.

There are three simple technical rules here:
1) The further your signal travels tluough cable, the

weaker the signal becomes. At some point it is too weak
to use (watch on a TV set). A subset of this rule is that
the larger the physical size of the (75 ohm) coa<ial
cable, the further your signal will travel before
becoming too weak to use. Why? Bigger cable is more
etficient.

7,) If the cable spectrum is 48 to 450 megahertz
flUllz), those channels that are in the'low end' (smaller
MHz number) of the spectrum will travel further (before
growing weak) than their higher frequency companions.
Why? Cable 'losses' increase with cable operating
frequency.

3) Each trme you corxrect into the cable to attach a
home to the system, the signal goes down (becomes
weaker) at the ('tap)point of connection. In other words,
it is just like a water system with one source and ten
taps. As you trim on more and more taps, the water
pressure at each tap goes down. It is no coincidence that
cable-to-home connections are also called'taps'.

All of this requires some thinking and planning time.
No two systems are alike because from commumty to
community (neighbourhood to neighbourhood) the
streets differ, the number of homes (potential
customersl) per block changes.

If we assume a hormal headend, we will have
sufficient 'powe/ from our modulators and channel
processors to send usable amounts of signal down a ll2',
(500 size) cable for ... how far?

f) If a 48-300 MHz bandwidth cable system (36
channel capacity), you can go in one direction for 909
metres before (*).

2) If a 48-450 MHz bandwidth cable system (5?
channel capaciry), you can go in one direction for 739
metres before (*).

*/ Before either you have reached the end of your
system, or, you place an amplifier in the line and start
all over again with a new chunk of cable snaking hlther
through the neighbourhood.

Now, if we change only one parameter (the size of the
cable) to 3/4' (750 size):

3) For the 36 channel (capacity) system, our line
length extends to 1,313 metres before (*), an4

4) For the 57 channel systsm, the line grows to i,069
metres before (*).

Now You Have Some Numbers
Conversion of an existing motel system from 3

tenestrial channels and 5 Sky Network pay-TV
channels, to a terrestrial plus sateilite delivered 15
channel system looks like this.

1) The headend will cost you around NZ$47,300 (see
SF#7, p.8) for a 36 channel capacity system.

2) With the 'signal powel available at the headen4
you can go out in one direction for 909 metres (or in
two directions of 816 metres) to serve additional motels,
hotels, clubs and homes with no 'plant' amplifiers
involved.

How many potential cable customers might your cable
'pass' in one direction going 909 metres, or, two
directions going 816 metres each? Get your tape
measure out and start meastring. Draw yourself a 'map'

showing how far it is from your proposed headend to
the various customers along the way. We will start at
this point (have your map readyl) in SF#I0.

CABLE W (bottom): Device to right is subscriber'tap'



the SATELLITE technician

A "Harmless" Piece Of Wire
Interconnecting the satellite dish assembly with the

indoor electronics requires one or more cable types. In a
straight forward dish installation with no dish mover
(actuator to scan the skies with the dish) and no
polarisation (feed) adjustment the single
interconnection cable is a length of coax. When motor
drive (actuator jack) is added, a ne\ry piece of cable to
carry the voltage to the motor is a minimum. If the
actuator is equipped with'senso$'that transmit back to
the dish mover the position of the dish" this will require
2 ar 3 additional wires. And, if there is a polarity
rotation feed we require three more wires. Finally, if the
dish system is being used on both C and Ku bands, the
system now requires not one but two separate pieces of
coar<ial cable.

Just as all coaxial cable fittings are not'equal,(see
SF#8, p.14), so too is all coaxial cable not equal. The
job of the cable is to transfer an operating voltage
(typically 13-18vdc) from the indoor receiver to the
LNB at the feed, and in return" send the LNB TF,
(intermediate [block ofJ frequencies) back to the
receiver. The LNB receives in the satellite band (j.j-4.2
range for C-band, 12"25-12.75 GHz for Ku band) and
through frequency conversion reduces the input to a
new block of frequencies; tlpically 950 MHz (.95 GHz)
to 1,450 MHz (l ^45 GHz). By doing this frequency
conversion in the LNB, modest sized and cost coo<ial
cable can then be used to carry the satellite signals to
the indoor receiver. The satellite bands (C and Ku) do
not 'carr;r well' in coaxial cable smaller than 0.5, I
72.7mm diameter.

The most commonly recommended cable for the
LNB-receiver run is RG6ru, of which there are nearly a
dozen variations. The smaller cousin, RG59ru, is a very
poor substitute and should never be used for runs in
excess of 10 metres.

As the satellite bandwidth.has increased (3.7-4.2 GHz
to the iew 3.4-4.2 GHz for the new Palapa Cl, for
example) the demands on the eoaxial cable have also
rncreased. Whereas the top frequency for C band has
been around i.45 GH4 with the Cl expansion down to
3.4 GHz the top end of the LNB TF' band will move up
300 MHz (0.3 GI{z) ro 1.750 G}Iz. Every move upward
rn the TF' band makes the job of the LNB to receiver
cable more difficult.

The smaller version RG59ru cable is virtually never
rated by the manufactwer for use above 1.0 GHz. A

lF block RECEIVER
(.9s.1.45 GHz)

<_ 13 _ lgvdc

/n\ <n"oo", 5v Pulse

a""O
RECEIVER

cable has a number of characteristics that will limit its
maximum useful frequency. The physical diameter of
the cable (the width) is one the concems. The smaller
the diameter of coorial cable, the greater the cable,s loss
(measured in dB of loss per foot or metre). And, the
high"r the frequency (1.75 GHz is highe. tlrln 1.45
GHz), the greater the loss. It is the combination of too
high a frequency and too small a cable diameter which
ultimately determines that a particular cable is not
suited for use.

The diameter of RG59/U is 6.l5mm. Loss per 30m for
the'low-loss' foam dielectric version is l1.5dB at 1 GHz
and manufacturer data sheets do not rate it at 1.45 (nor
1.75) GHz. In short, its use is not recommended. Use of
the non-foam type (i.", solid dielectric) is not
recommended above 700 MlIz

The diarneter of RG6IU is 6.76mm. Loss per 3Om is
for the 'low loss' foam type is 8.9d8 at I GIIz and
climbs to 11.8dB at 1.45 GHz It, also, is not rated at
1.75 GHz.

As the LNB TF'widens and climbs higher, installers
are well advised to reconsider their choice in lines. The
next size 'up' in commonly available ?5 ohm cable is
Rcllru. There is a coilrmon belief that RGll/U is
better than RG6/U. This is only true if you are
comparing non-foam dielectric RG6 with non-foam
RGl1. The foam version of the RG6ru actually has Li
dB less loss at 1.0 GHz than the non-foam version of
RGi lru. If you can locate a foam version of RGllru, it
will be superior to the foam version of RG6/{J but foam
11 is not commonly stocked by most distributors.

As always, all connectors should be T,-band rated'and
this rules out virtually every known version of the crimp
type F' fittings (see SF#8, p.l4). And because of the
critical nature of the L band (satellite IF band)
frequencies, forcing the wrong fitting onto the wrong
cable is a guarantee of disaster.

This note to be frrther explored in a futwe issue:
T-ine amps' designed to boost satellite TV IF
frequencies from .95 to 1.45 (or l.T5) GHz must be very



REBUILDING AN MATV SYSTEM
F'OR SATETIJTE SIGNALS???

Plan ahead.
Upgrade to 1,000 MHz amplifiers

this time
and nwer again worry about

oBandwidth 4&l000MFE
o Operating Gain +35 dB
o Gain fratness +/- | dB

o Gain Control 19dB
o Noise Figure 4.5dB
o -30 dB output test
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carefully selected and very sparsely utilised. They are
almost never recommended for LNB to receiver runs of
under 75 metres and should only be used when you are
certain their own specifications are appropriate for the
job at hand.

The DC motor in the linear actuator (jack screw) is
driven by a voltage developed in either the receiver
proper (when a 'dish controllel system is built into the
receiver), or from a separate dish controller (power
supply) A common operating voltage for jack screws is
in the range of 30 to 36vdc and a common current load
is 2 amps. While these are not extraordinary levels there
are some wamings:

1) At a 2 arnp current ioad a jack screw motor at the
end of 100 metres of #i8 (size) wire may drop the
available voltage to the motor by 15% or more. Smaller
diameter wire costs less to purchase (i.e., #18 is less
expensive than #14) and for relatively short runs the
voltage drop will not be significant. It is better to err on
the side of a larger diameter wire (with less voltage
drop) as excessive voltage drop to the jack screw
actuator will slow down its operating speed and
possibly cause overheating of the motor windings

2) If you will be direct burying the cable, be certain
the cable chosen has been designed for below ground
operation. Not ail outer jackets are moisture proof and
stones and debris in the ground can cut into relatively
thin jacketed cables which will allow water into the
actual wires ultimately resulting in major problems.

The east-west position sensors are a subject of
sufficient complexity to require their own detailed visit.
Suffice to say that the wire chosen to connect the
sensors to the receiver / controller may require an
interference shield (woven web around the actual sensor
wires) to prevent stray electrical pulses from getting into
the sensor feedback circuits. Without this shield, sensor

'pulses' are often masked or replicated by electrical
energy originating in proximity to the dish. If this
happens the controller dish-location read-out display
will malfunction giving you erroneous reports on where
the dish is actually pointed. If in doubt check the
instructions with the receiver / controller for cable
selection instructions. Actual wire size is seldom a
factor for there is no significant current flow here.

In a feed that allows selection from the receiver of (a)
linear vertical, (b) linear hoizontal, and possibly (c)
right hand circular, or, (d) left hand circular of
polarisation, there is a small DC operated motor in the
feed that moves the LNB "probe" position around. The
current is relatively small and the volt4ge low so wire
size is not a factor except on runs exceeding 75 metres.
However, wire shielding can be a factor and for the three
separate wires required for the system the manufacturer
of the polarisation system may require a form of
shielded cable. The reason for this is the 'feedback' or
probe position system which depends upon pulses from
the probe end to advise the receiver end how the probe
is actually positioned at any point in time. Virtually
everything operated by electricity in a common
household generates pulses these days and if any of
these pulses radiate back into the probe sensor circuit,
problems follow. Even electric fences for stock control
can wreak havoc with a pulse sensrng circuit. If it says
"use shielded cable," do so.

With a world-wide installed universe approaching 20
million dishes, a significant body of installer
information has taught us that when there is a problem
with a consumer or cornmercial dish installatiorg nearly
50% of all problems relate to interconnection cabling
and fittings. Proper cable selection, purpose-designed
fittrngs and a belief that full waterproofing is mandatory
on all fittings and connections will serve you well as an
installer.
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A technical and marketing advisory

memo
to the membership from your industry

trade association group

DESCRAMBLING: Who. What. How Much?
The encryption (pay to view) TV world is young

evolving, and committing its share of mistakes along the
road to maturity. In an ideal,
grown-up pay-TV tuliverse, all of the
rules would be cast in stone, every
player would understand his or her
options, and all equipment would
work perfectly all of the time. Not
this year, probably not next. Maybe
even not before 2000.

MPEG is a wonderful system of
making numerous TV programme
channels available in radio spectrum
space capable of transmittrng only a
single analogue TV channel MPEG
is a technique, but it is not a
singular, rurique system with only
one set of workable techmcal
parameters. There are more than a
dozen, working and workable MPEG
slrstems in existence and none of
them will "speak to each other"
because each has its own, irrique,
intemal "protocol" or software
(digital) language. The broadcasting world attempted to
avoid this situation by adopting one, singular, universal
and world-wide MPEG " protocal." It seemed in the
interest of all players, especially those who would

SPACE pacinc

$atellite
Programme

@ dAccess
Eommittle

A trade association for users, designers, installers,
sellers of private satellite-direct systems in the pOR

actually use the MPEG system, to have a single system
that would plug ln and work at any point on earth. But,
for largely selfish reasons some early creators of MpEG

formats elected not to do it this
way. When Gi originally sold
Australis on its Digrcipher
'format', for example, it was
creating a Digicipher technology
idand'which SA, NTL, CLI and
others could not invade. If you
could sell a user on your
particular digrtal transmission
format, you'd guarantee that only
yow firm could sell receivers into
that system. Think of it this way:
Suppose the 35mm film format
had never been adopted ils a
'standard'. Further suppose that
Kodak sold cameras requiring
30mm hlm, Canon cameras
required a 33mm cartridge, Pentax
required 36mm and so on. Each
camera manufacturer makes its
own film and film cartridges are
not interchangeable.

That's where w€ are today with MPEG. And it is a
very difficult situation. Now further suppose Kodak
would only sell its fibn to professionals and you must
purchase a minimum of 1,000 cartridges at a time. That

I

AN INVITATION TO JOIN SPACE Pacific
There is a category of membership for virtually every reader of SaIFACTS; each membership class carries distinct

privileges. A SPACE membership explanation package of materials is available at no charge and includes
membership application forms. Classes are: Individual Member (an individual owning a satellite dish for private
viewing)" installer / Dealer Member (those who sell and install satellite-direct systems), Retransmission Member

(those who own or operate cable TV, SMATV, broadcast TV systems), Importer/}danufacturerlProgrammer
Member (firms importing and distnbuting tluough dealers equipment, manufacture equipment, or distribute

programming for satellite-direct use). Each category has an Advisory Committee that assists in the creation of
SPACE policy in each area of interest. You may request a SPACE Membership Packet using the form on page

26 in this issue; there is no obligation. Or fax SPAGE PAgtfu at64-9-406-1083.



B-MAC (An analoeue encryption scheme)
B-MAC was originally designed for industrial (medical, private teleconference) use in North America. When

Aussat selected it for the Homestead Service (1985) it hit the big-time and subsequently it was adopted by AFRTS
and early European pay-TV serr,rices. The video has been brokerr'by pirates but the audio remains secure.

Scientific Atlanta
modelE-9700-2

is one PAL format
rrersion available.
Left, what B-MAC
looks like on TV

screen when
encrypted.

Who To Conhet
ESPN(*): Sandy Brown (Hong Kong)

Tel: 852-2887-1 1 99; Fax 852-2887-081 3
Discovery: Mark Lay (Hong Kong)

T el: 852-2822-7 1 88: Fax 852-281 0-8456
TNT t Cartoons: Gwin Scott (Sydney)

Tel: 61 -2-957-5255; Fax: 61 -2-957-51 61
(L Otherthan NewZealand; see p.16)

When you have
a B-MAC unit
that is not part
of the authori-
sation'stream'
you are told so
with a display
that looks like

that left. Optus
Ku services

ABC and SBS
also use PAL
B-MAC but

decoders for
them may not
work on PAL
formatted
Discwery.
ESPN is

B-MAC but
NTSC which
requires a

different model
decoder.

is roughly analogous to how the Chinese Television
Network wants to sell Zhorry Tian and the Dadi
channels. They also want their money in advance.

Further assume that Canon only sells to one store in
your country and that store in tum refuses to resell its
film to anyone else. That's analogous to how ESPN
allows New Zealand's Sky Network to use its sports
channel product, and, Prime Sports sells itself to
Australis / Galaxy.

Or assume that Pentax has two versions of its 36mm
cartridge film; one with square holes that only works on
a camera with square sprocket knobs while the other has
round sprockets that only works on ... you get the idea.
Now substitute PAL format B-MAC for the sqwre
sprocket and round sprockets for NTSC and you have a
grasp of the B-MAC quandary. Then to further confuse
the marketplace, take the square sprocket 36mm film
and vary the size of the sprockets and film holes. Large

holes represent PAL for Optus ABC and SBS, smaller
square holes represent Discovery. fuid remember, if you
don't have the right film for your camer4 you can't take
picturesl

Stir all of this in the marketplace and watch the
cameraJoving picture takers get really angry. Now
watch how long it takes a clever engineer to figwe out
how to make one roll of film have self-forming holes
that automatically align themselves with a wide range of
sprocket formats, film cartridge widths, and hole
dimensions. A universal frlm car.tridge that works for
everyone.

In the MPEG world this "universalfilm cartridge" is
being called DVB Compatible'and it has originated in
Europe where users and planned users of MPEG have
drawn a'line in the sand'and proclaimed "Ifyou want



SCIENTIFIC ATLANTA MPEG
SA MPEG I is the format now in use on PAS-2 although MPEG 2 is slowly replacing the '1' version elsewhere in

the world. Users include (TRI\D Asian Business News, Chinese Television Network (2 programme channels)
and CCTV; TR2IIs CBS and CMT; TR9'Vs Encore, Prime Sports, Showtime (fed to Gala,rq'Australis).

Scientific Atlanta
model D9222is
only presently

available digital
receiver for this

format" Left, how
MPEG'looks'on

an analogue
receiver in'best

case'.

When you have a SA receiver that is not part of the authorised 'universe' for a specific programme channel the
screen tells you so (1eft, above). However, the'What To Do Nexf information will probably be quite useless
(some give a U.S.A. '800' toll free number to call). Of those now using SA MPEG 1, ABN and CMT are the

least hassle to deal with for arranging subscriptions. For the moment, CTN (abwe, right) and CCW are
somewhere between'difficult and'impossible'while CBS is'iffy'and TR9V feeds impossible; see table, p. 17.

us to purchase your system it must be 'interoperable'

between dffirent vendor products." DVB 'compliant'

MPEG products are coming; probably not this year,
possibly not in the first half of 1996, but certainly by
the last halfofnext year.

Correction
SPACE for April l5th reported that Counhy Music

Television SMATVAvIotel rates were set at US$25 per
month. This is in error, the correct rate is $25 per year.

Corurtry Music TV Dealer Packs
SPACE is now distnbuting a package of in-store and

consumer promotional materials to Dealer Members.
The package includes 4-colour in-store wall posters,
two sizes of handout brochures that explain CMT to
potential subscribers, CMT promotional advertising
materials and 'logos' for dealer advertising in-store

displays for counter tops and ceiling hangrng, an4 trryo
X-Large CMT 'T' shfuts. We hope to announce
additional Dealer Member promo packages for other
progranrmers shortly. We are very gratefi.rl to CMT for
their assistance in this Dealer Member display pack.

Contactine Proerammers
The list on page 17 (right) of contacts for

programming access is our latest list. Many of the
programmers 'talk through SPACE'but only take actual
subscription orders direct (ABN, CBS" et al). Others
(CTN, TFC) are uncertain exactly how they want to
accept South Pacific orders. Still others (see ESPN,
Discovery, TNT/Cartoons on p.15) will deal directly
with you as a dealer only @SPN will not deal with
anyone in New Zealan4 period, and Sky will not resell
ESPN here; Discovery and TNT/Cartoon will deal
directly with dealers). Numbers given are Fa><; if you are
a member and require a telco number, contact SPACE
at 64-9-4O6-1282.

I



SERVICE TRNUMBER FORMAT DTH Fee CATY Fee Ease of
Subscription

Contact

Asra Bus. News
(Srngapore)

PAS2:2H SA MPEG I US$50 p/year NZ$0.25 p/m Good Chris Wanden
Fx65-323-0788

CBSTV
(htY, usA)

PAS2: 1V SA MPEG I Negotiable Negotiable Drfficult Nell Donovan
Fx212-975-"745j

CCTV
China

PAS-2:2H SA MPEG 1 Not Set Not Set Verv difficult He Zongiiu
Fx86-l 851 -5554

CMT PAS2: lV SAMPEG I US$50 p/y US$0.30 p/m Good Thru SPACE
64-9-406-1282

Chinese TVNet
Hong Kong

PAS2:2H SA MPEG I US$20 p/m
upwards
(varies)

Negotiable Difficult K.F. Lau
Fa:< 852-

25ts-6s21
Encore

(Denver, USA)
PAS2:9V SAMPEG 1 Not Accepting;

no interest
Not Accepting;

no interest
Impossible Jill Miller

Fx303-333-4644
Galaxy

Sydney, NSW
Optus B/:TRl0,

l l H
GI Dgicipher I Still to be set

(October?)
Stll to be set
(September".l)

Impossible at
this time

Ph6r-2-3257333
Fx6l-2-3257444

Prime Sports
.Houston" USA)

PAS2:9V SA MPEG I Not accepting;
mayur fuhue

Not accepting;
may in futue

Impossible at
this tme

L. Morton
Fx7l3-661-1256

Showtime
(Denver, USA)

PAS2:9V SA MPEG I Not accepting;
no interest

Not acceptng;
no interest

lmpossible Jill Miller
Fax

303-333-4644
The Filipino Ch.

Marrila
PAS2: l4H GI Dgicipher I US$50 p/y US$50 p/y Very difficult Gina Leviste

Fx632-924-2732

FBOFE$$IOHRL {IUfi I ITU
U$E f,RETE TU ]'IflNUTfiTSHS

BRAND NEW SHIPMENT EXPECTED JUNE 5-15: Reserve Yours Nowt
Following channels will be ex-stock when shipment arrives:

Model BAVM: 49.2s (MHz), 55.25, 69.25, T6.zs,17s.2s,1g2.2s,21o.zs
Model MAVM: 133.25 (MHz), 291.25,266.2s

' +1 15 dBuV output' Vestigial sideband filter for true adjacent channel operation . Aural carrier
fevef control reference visual carrier: -10d8 to -20 dB. Video carrier rtaOility' +l- 10 KHz. Aural carrier stability: +/- 1.S KHz reference video carrier . Full PAL-B operation for
reticufation of satellite, vcR, local video-audio programming.2or-2s3 vAc, 50 herEr Model BAVM: NZ$577.89 + GST o Model MAVM: NZ$10+O.et + GST (dealer net)

FfiH I{SRTH IfiETE T U PO Box J0, ilIangonui
- - Northland

New Zealand
Telephone : 64-9 -4A6-1282Limi ted

i
i



Current to 5 May

SaIFACTS PACIFIC/INDIAN DATA BASE

LOCATION SATELLXTE INCLINED BAND(s) SEEN IN

t24.9W Galary 5 +/-0.03 3.74.2GI12 NZ

130.9w Satcom C3 +/-0.0.8 3.'/4.2 NZTahiti

133.0W Galary lR +/-0.02 3.74.2 Tahiti

134.9W Satcom C4 +i-0.03 3.74.2 }{Z, Tahiti

137.0W Satcom Cl +t-0.03 3.74.?, NZ

138.9W Aurora 2 +/-0.03 3.74.2 NZ

16e.6w(A) Radrga 21 +/-4.96 3.4-3.65 No Reports

177.0w Intel 503 +1-4.5 3.7-4.2 (Occ.Video)

t80 Intel 5 I I +i-2.4 3-74.2 See Pg 24

178.lE{B) InMa'Sat2F3 +/-0.8 3.6-3.623 {Not Video)

L77.OE Intel 703 +l-O.O2 3.7-4.7.
I 1.7-1 1.95
t2.5-12."75

See Pg 24

t74.ZE Intel 701 +/-0.01 3.7-4.2
I 1.7-l  1.95
t2.5-12.75

See Pg 24

169.0E PAS-2 +/-0.02 3.7-4.2
Lt.7-12.75

See Pg. 24

t60.0E Optus Bl +l-0.01 1 t  t \ - 7 t ' 7 \ SeePg 24

155.9E Ophts A3 +/-0.01 t2.25-12.75 See Pg. 24

r51.7E Optus 83 +/-O.48 12.25-12,75{[r storage)

r44.4E(c) G7,ofr21 +t-2.t6 3.65-3.95 SeePg 24

t42.ZE Rimsat G2 +/-0-80 3.65-3.95 See Pg. 24

140.2E G'Zont 18 +l-3.2'7 3.65 -3.95 See Pg. 24

138.0E ApSttr I +l-0.00 3.6-4.2 N.Australia

130.0E Rimsat Gl +/-0.30 3.65-3.95 See Pg 24

127.6E Raduga 27 +t-2.0 3.4-3.65 No Reports

I  18. lE PalapaBl +t-t.012 3.74.2 N. Aust'alia

I  15.0E Chinsat 5 +/-0,06 3.7-4.2 N. Aust-alia

I  13.0E PalapaBZP +/-o.a4 3.7-4.2 N. Au-stsalia

110.6E DFII.25 +/-0.03 3.7-4.2 NZ.Austsalia

108.0E PalapaB2R +/-0.M 3.74.2 Austsalia

105.4E AsiaSat I +/-0.M 3.7-4.2 N. Australia

Sources are oficial racking agencies world-wide; observer tpdales ae,
as always, invited see page 25 here

(A/ Raduga class satellites are capable ofvideo br.t usually are limited to na'row

receiver IF drat extends to 1750 MHz {INBs may also not fimction here properly).

downward: all narrow band telephony, data (C/ All Ghorizonts/Rimsats also have I

seldom 'spill ovel south offieir Indian boresight (E/ Thaicom has 2 satellites at

western Austalia {F/ Intelsat 704 at 65.8E has S/A MPEG in abundance beacned in
60.08 and 57.3E have mcry analogue Ku west (bem) ud some Ku east (bet

LOCATION SATELIJTE INCLINED BAITID(s) SEEN IN

104.6E Rad€a24 +t-2.93 3.4-3.65 No Reports

103.28 G'Zont 25 +/-0.90 3.65-3.95 Aust'aliaNZ

LAz.5E DFH.18 +/-s.57 Dead? No Reports

98.2E DFH-26 +/-0.04 3.74.22 No Reports

96.5E G'Zarrt 19 +t-3.16 3.65-3.95 Aush'alia

93.6F.{D) hsat 28 +-i0.06 3.8-4.2 No Reports

91 .5E Intel 501 +f6.03 Dead? No Reports

89.98 G'Znnt18 +/-0.48 3.65-3-95 Austalia

87.6E DFI{-22 +/-1.49 Dead? No Reports

&1.5E Radrga 26 +/-2.26 3.4-3.65 Unloown

84.0E Raduga 30 +i-0.45 3.4-3.65 W. Aus8alia

82.9E Insat lB +/-0.08 4.0-4.2 No Reports

79.98 G'7an124 +t-t.28 3.63-3.95
I  1 -525

W. AusFalia

78.4F.(E) Thaicom l,2 +/-0.04 3.7-4.2 No Reports

73.8E Insat 2A +l-0.04 3.94.2 No Reports

69.9E Radrya l-1 +/-3.38 3.4-3.65 Unknown

69.78 Raft€a32 +/-t_42 3.4-3.65 W. Ausralia

69.4E Radrya 25 +/-2.76 3.4-3^65 Unknown

66.0E Intel 5 1 0 +/-2.14 3.7-4.2 (Storage)

6s.8E(F) Intel 704 +l-0.06 3.7-4.7
Lt.45-tr.7

W' AusFalia

64.8E Intel 505 +t-4.s9 3.74.2 (Storage)

64.5E Inrnarsat 2Fl +!-1.-17 3.6-3.623 (Not Video)

62.98\G) htel 602 +/-0.03 3.74.2
r0.95-1 1.2
l  r .45-1  1 .7

W. Australia

60.0E Intel 6M +l-0.03 3.74.2
10 .95 -1  1 .2
1 r . 45 - l  1 . 7

W. Ausu'alia

57.3E htel 507 +i-3.99 3.7-4.2
10.95-1 1.2
I 1.45-r 1.7

Unlarown

56.5E Iosat lC +/4.56 Dead? No Reports

52.88 G'7nnt27 +/-o.?1 3.65-3.95
I 1.525

W. Ause-alia

row bmd (voice, dafa); note they fall in 3.4-3.65 GHz region requiring a

ly). @l InMrSat uses 3.60-3.623 Mllz on 24 dBw Global bean to link

se I 1.525 GIIz capability on boud. (Dl Insat satellites are low power and
:s at 78.5E and TV signals in vertical linear format may be viewable in
,d into Middle Ea-st (need specEurn analyser to see). (G/ Intelsat at 62.9E,
(beun) Fansponders in use with hrropean and Asian programning-

5 DAYS IN JANUARY

AUCKLAND, New Zealand
RESERVE THESE DATES

for the
Pacific Ocean Region

Satellite Show!

> 3 Exhibit Halls
F 3 Theatre seatins session

halls
)- January 23: Beginner Course

F World Class presentors
F Operational anteruras to 7.3m

P Evening'Tele-Courses'

Pre-registration Begins 1 August

Su Mo fu ffe Th Fr Sa



AVCOMM
SATELLITE TV
EQUIPMENT

Chorts, Footprints, Spocecroft detoils,
Frequencies etc. of oll operotionol sotell i tes
worldwide. Also includes comprehensive
informotion on Encryption Digitol
Compression ond other
technicol subiects.
Cot# Bl0l2,  Normol ly A$140.00,
Special SaiFACTS price of ONLY ASTO

information olnd coyering such iopics as:
Communicotions Theory, Sotellite Operotion, System
Components, Terrestriol Interference, Decoders,
Video Compression Techniques, Link Anolysis ond
Budgets, Polor Trocking, SMAW Instollotions, plus
the nomes ond oddresses of over 

,|20

equipment monufocturers.
Cot# 81007, Normolly A$79.00,
Special SoIFACTS price of ONLY AS59

Buy borh books qnd we will include o copy of our SIOOO Sorellire
Aiming soffwqre ol no ghorge. Simple to run on ony lBtYl
compuler (Pleose specify disk size).
SaIFAGIS telrdels save ovlet 45o/o on tegular psiaes

lYES GARRV Please send me
| 1 x 1991World Satellite Yearly @ a$10, plus delivery.
Z 1 x Home Satellite TV Manual @ A$59, plus delivery.
Z Both books, including FREE software @ A$|N, plus delivery.
Ship by: TNT Express Worldwide Mailfast Delivery A$27 !

A$25 tr
A$21 !

credi tcardNo: |  |  I  I  |  |  |  |  |  I  |  |  |  |  |  |  I

Signature

Name:

Economy Airmail
Surface Mail

Delivery Address:

Expiry Date: _/J_



Shane Wilson (Mareeba via Caims, Qld) reports the new
multiethnic Indian broadcaster 'APNA' as ,,noisy hut
watehable on l03E (1375 1F).' This broadcaster had
arnounced plans to be on l03E and 140E (a Russian operated
Ghorizont) late in April but now advises their plarx for l,t0E
are no longer firm. Brian Oliver, using the University of
Auckland 7.3m studies distU also reports the l03E signal as
"very marginal" into New Zealand. APNA plarured 6 (lndian)
language broadcasts, 24 hours per day (see SF#8, p.22) afi
SF has leamed a New Zealand firm has been negotiating to
have redistibution rights for the programming in the South
Pacific. At one point during April APNA advised they were
"negotialingfor use of Gl IR R6" (the RAJ-TV tansponder)
but early in May that appeared to fall through.

The Indian marketplace for satellite TV continues in disanay
with law suits, claims and counterclaims making press
headlines weekly there. Until this point in time most Indian
satellite broadcasters have been customers of Rrmsat which
itself has been wrestling with a (Lt.S.) court ordered
reorganisation (see SF#8, p.2). The possible scernrios for
Rimsat are as follows:

J tt witt continue on operating as at present
J fire Russian space corporation will take over the opera-

tion of the Gl and G2 birds
/ A new 'operatot' for Gl and G2 will appear, replacing

Rimsat
Suggestions that some of the Indian users of Gl and G2 may
be in arrears in their payments to Rimsat and therefore may be
taken off of their hansponders are found frequenfly in the
Indian trade press. However, for eve4r present Indian
prograilrmer now on Rimsat there are at least two standby
'replacements' available.

ATN, on G2 TR Rl (142.5E) with the unusual'folded-over
spot beam' that finds its way into much ofAustalia and most
of New Z,ealand (see SF#8, p.4), is one of the most
contoversial progmrnmers presently out of India. As Shane
Wilson notes "ATN is running huge Watch Me'promotions
on air featuring many exceryts from U.S. and European
networks." The promos are in English (as are some of ATN's
commercials) and claim the service will be carrying
programming from the U.S. ABC and CBS (television)

networks at
some
undefined
'early' date.
Recenfly, in
addition to
Hindi movies
starting
around 0900
riTc (9PM
Auckland /
7PM Sydney)
they have
also been rurrring 'specials' from non-lndian networks.

ST Teleport (a new tarrsmit-to-satellite facility) in Singapore
claims it is now uplinking, or will shortly be uplinking, the
following: Golden Eagle (to G2, R9), MIY (Mandarin to
PAS-2 TR39, ATN (c2, Rl), AsiaNet (c1, R9) and StlN TV
(Gl, R7). ATN had previously bean uplinked from Rimsafs
Subic Bay (Philippines) facility.

Les-Brooks (Alice Springs, NT) operates one of the best
equipped satellite-direct installation firms cunently reporting
to SF. His dishes include a 4.25m Paraclipse, 3.6m Hills
fibreglass, a pair of l.6m Ku dishes, a2.75m Bird distL a l.5m
Orbiton, a l.Zm Orbinon and his 'show-off antema a 36cm
Ferguson oftet he moved wifi him from the UK. The 36cm
dish provides watchable pictures from PAS-2's Asia Business
News test feed cunently on Ku. Les has identified 18 different
satellites from intelsat 704 (668) to 183E (1503) ncluding
horizontal-only tansponders on AsiaSat I (138E).

Several Austalian observers have asked if Ghorizont t9 at
96.5E has been replaced with a new satellite. Shane Wilson
finds the CCTV-4 signal now "almost noise free" and that
other users have " changed transponders" with greafly
increased signals. As we note on p.l8 in this issue, Ghorizont
19 as of mid-April was inclined at +l-3.16 degrees which
indicates it would be nearing the end of a usefirl life. Certairily
a change would not be unexpected.

Russian sources tell SF that the first launched Express class
satellites (including a key one to l4W) are experiencing
electonics problems. The C + Ku satellites are a dramatic
improvement over the standard Ghorizonts:

WITH THE OBSERVERS: Reports from Pacific Ocean Regron (POR) satellite dish operators relating to
receptiortr equipment changes, programming trends as reported to SatFACTS u.-g our POR Observer reporting
form on page 25 (this issue). Photos of satellite receptiorl equipmenf personnel are invited. When snapping TV

screen photos: Use ASA 100 film, set camera at l/l5th second for PAL / SECAIvI, 1/30th forNTSC with
aperture of F3.5 to 4, cameta on tripod or stand. Material submitted cannot be acknowledged except by

publication; none can be retumed. Matenal may also be fo<ed (64-9-406-1083); note deadline on Observer card.



EM TV UPDATE
Papua New Guinea's EM TV (pronounced on-air as tWtmnr+V" ny announcers) got off to a shaky start in April butmanaged to correct all but two technical problems by the end of the period. bi"aus" Rimsat G2 i9 moving ininclined orbit, EM TV must track it with their own uplink. Normally an uplinker will lock onto the satellite by tuning

t r L ^ ^ ^ ^ - r t  ^ - - - : - -  - - -  t lin a steady ('beacon') carrier on the satellite with a soecial
receiver. The receiver monitors the steady-state beacon

signal level and when it detects a fall off in signal level, the
receiver signals the motor tracker to move the dish until the
signal is repeaked. Unfortunately Ghorizont class satellites

have no beacon (l) and ior the first few days EM TV
personnel had to monitor their own downlink signal and

manuallv follow the satellite in inclined orbit. This was not
always perfect and viewers sawthe EM TV signal slowly

fade out as the EM TV uplink lost,sight of G2. So the
Subic Bay (Philippines) G2 uplink placed a substitute'beacon' carrier on G2, at a receiver lF of approximately

1288 MHz, which gave EM TV something to ,lock onto'.
You can see the'substitute beacon' on the spectrum
analyser print (to right) provided by observer Steven

McKelvie (Napier, NZ): EM TV is the strong carrier above
the 'z' in kHz (bottom of chart) while the 'beacon' is just to
the left of the next vertical line to the right from EM TV. lf

you ever find the 1288 MHz carrier is approaching the
strength of EM TV, or is stronger on your receiver, that is a

sure sign that EM W has "losf'G21"

Two other problems remain: The picture is,grainy'
(.busy-ness' [noise] in the picture background) even though
the signal is shong. We believe this is a problem occurring
between the EM TV studio in Boroko and the uplink to G2;

this is actually'AM' (amplitude modulated) noise of the type
you would associate with less than high quality terrestrial
(VHF) reception. And, number two, the audio is sometimes
of a very poor quality which could also be explained by a
design fault in the link from the studio to the uplink. Other
than those observations, we report EM TV is very strong
from the Cooks to western Australia and most points in

FREQ:1QO@.OM -- L6OO.OI4HZ REFr- 35dBm sdB/

RBWI 3MHz VBtl:lOOkHz SWp: 1@mS/€ ATT: OdB
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between, and, we welcome them to our
Pacific Ocean Region "neighbourhoodl "

J Rather than 3.65 to 3.95 GHa they have 12 C-band fians-
ponders spread between 3.65 and 4.2 GHz.

J na*rer than I Kr1 they have 2 (l I .5-l L6 cHz)
J Beam (coverage) pattems can be 'steqed, in space to suit

the customers whereas Ghorizonts have a one time ,point and

shoof adjustnent which prevents post-launch adjustnents to
coverage patterns when customer needs change

/tnclined orbitis gone (t) with a stability of +/- 0.2degrees
/the lifetime is extended (from typically 3 years to typically

5-7 years)

EXfJocK r $900,?|99OUNT + FULL WARRANTy r 10 - 1730 MHz + S.7 - a.2 GHz
SPECTRUM ANALYSER: Invaluable for satellite installs, cable .rV 

system set-up
o Field (rechargeable Gelcetl) or I
work bench (230 vac, 50 herE)

.5 bands: 1G500 MHz, 50O.1000,
95G1450, 125U175O anct 370&4200
a +18 vdc powering for satellite LNB

a 4 digit LCD frequenry readout
,) 2dB and 10 dB per division

. 60 dB dynamic range
o Span 500 MHz to 1 MHz/ctivision
a Resolution bandlvidtr 300 KHz

ONE-ONLY: NZ 349{t0 GST inclusive!
(AVCOM of Mrginia PSA"37D)

FfiR HOSTH
Limitefl

PO Box 30, Mangonui, Northland,
NZ Telephone 64€406-1282

dD&{

reKli

SREIE TU



PanAmSat PAS-2 Update (169E. 16 C + up to I Ku transponders for PORI
Turne/s TNT / Cartoon Channel package, announced in SFffB as likely to start transmission in FTA on TR10 (1/2

format, 1 154 MHz lF) has been delayed with a new 'target date' around June 15. Observers report many Hong
Kong tests of the new Turner (Net) uplink (see photo here) during the past 30 days. Asia Business News is

scheduled to remain FTA on Ku through the end of May; very strong signal (vertical, lF 1113) widely reported
including 34cm antenna reception in Alice Springs (l)" MTV Mandarin signal [R3V, 1346 lD typically "as sfong

as ANBC ar stronger," no word yet on how long it will be FTA, or format if it encrypts. NHK now typically 14
hours per day fl-R12H) with 'TV Japan' programming in FTA relay to U.S.A. for use there by DBS and cable TV.

During last week in April several VietNam Ku uplinks were cross-strapped (i.e., PAS-2 received on Ku but
transmitted on C-band) for coverage of '20th Anniversary' of American and allied pull-out from SE Asla. Using
half-transponder on TR8H, CNN transportable Ku uplink (above) was typical. And PanAmSat has verified that
former TR16H occupant CBS Television has indeed moved to TRl V in SA MPEG digital (CMT on 'programme

channel 1', CBS on channel 2).

European reports say the l4\il Express has "/ost" both C
and Ku tansponders (i.e., they seem to have quit working)
within months of launch. Russian sources say fuhrre Express
launches will be delayed rurtil the electronics problems are
corrected. Ahead: Express locations announced for oru part of
the world include 53, 80, 90, 96.5, 103 and l40E bete 96.5E)
as well as possible use by Rimsat and, a joint Canadian
-Soviet firm at 145E. SF#10 will take a detailed look at the
Express Class design., similar to our look at Gl and G2
appeariung in our April issue (SF#8).

John Bracey (Mirrabooka, WA) has joined the C-band
observers by re-equipping his l.8m Ku dish with an Echostar
25 degee LNB and Chapanal feed mormted atop a Hills
Clothing Hoist (l). ANBC is the best ofhis PAS-2 signals.

Rav Aldriee (famworth NSW) reports EM TV is "very

clear" on his 3.7m dish equip'ped with a Chapanal MCl15.
Alek Zapara (Gosnells" WA) reports MTV Manadarin on

PAS-2 is not quite as good as ANBC and NHK is of the same
level. From G2, he finds the EM T\'' signal'P3'on a l-5 scale
with 5 perfect.

Tyrell Ruscoe flilanganur, NZ) reports considerably
increased PAS-2 Ku activity although none is known to be
permanent at this time. Another Auckland area obsewer
believes there are two MPEG digital caniers on Ku as we[
possibly on one of the two China-beams (See SF#5, p.6).
PanAmSat seldom releases information relating to 'test

tansmissions'.
Peter McDonald (Bendigo, Vc) first observed MTV tests

April l5th on his I .6m dish (achml testing started April l2).
The extra carrier si€rrals on G2 QF 1364) are in hemi-beam

(SF#8. p 5) and are for linking between Cellcom (a firm)
cellular sites (within SE Asia) for 'E-l trunking using
something called 8PSK modulation. Their relative stability and
good level makes the signals usefirl for G2 dish peaking.

The new 1995
AV.COMM
SATELLITE TV
CATALOGUE,
contains up to the
minute information on
all available satellites
and equipment needed
to receive them.

Contains detailed
information on oYer
150 products covering
all aspects of Satellite
Television Reception.

For your FREE copy of the new 1995 AV-COMM CATALOGUE sinply complete the
coupon below and send to: AV-COMM PTY. LID. P.O. Box 225, Balgowlah NSIV 2093.

P/ease send rne a FREE copy of the
1995 AV-COMM Satellib W Catalogue.

Name:
AV.COMM PTY LTD

A.C.N. 002 174 478

198 Condamine Street,
Balgowlah NSW 2093

rel p2l 949 74171948 2667
Fax (02) 949 7095 P'^^.la'



ForUnderNZ$3'000: 
Lo o K :

Getting started as a satellite TV system dealer, now,
requires a modest investment in a "Dealer Domo" system.
Your own shop / store front should not only be prepared
to show-off satellite-direct reception, but it should also be
made to look like a satellite sales and service centre.
SPACE Pacific offers Dealer Members various point of
sale visual aids (CMT now available, more soon) and a
four colour booklet ('ALL ABOUT SATELLITE Tv: And
You") wlll be available late in June as a sales tool.
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Even without the complexity of decoders and digital
receivers, there are 20 charmels available to you (with
Optus Ku) for uShow Ttr Tell" in your shop (see right).
Once you have the basic system runmqg, you can one by
one evaluate decoders for Discovery, ABN, CMT et al.

Prices shown are "dealer net" from respected
dishibutors; for retail (dealer to customer) pricing add
NZ$500 for installation, multiply total by 1.4.

WHAT YOU
CAN RECEIVE FREE-TO-AIR
TODAY!

Intelsat 1180 (180E. 3.7-4.2GHz C band)
This satellite is aged and in 'inclined orbit,' requiring a

second actuator for complete tacking (an optonal exta to
system priced here). In early 1996, this satellite will be

replaced with
a brand new

geo-stationary
bird.

Programmers
available: (JS)
NBC network,
(some) CNN,

(US)
Worldnet+
(German)
Deutsche
Welle,

(fahitian)
RFO (French), (some) Australia (Channel) 9.
Intelsat I177E. Il74E (3.7-4.2 GHz C bandl

Japanese, Korean, Frenctq US daily news and sporting
programmes (occasional feeds unscheduled times). Not

inclined orbiq requires no tacking.
PanAmSat PA$2 (1698. C + Ku Bands)

Operating n the 3.7 - 4.2 standard C-band plus ( I I . 75)
12.25-12.75 GHz Krf t}is satellite is rapidly becoming the
"cable TV

programming
distibution
satellite of
choice" for

major
prograrnmers
world-wide.
Free-to-air

programmers
currerrtly
include:

MTVAsia,
ANBC, CNN, TNT / Cartoors, NHK (Japanese) on

C-band" CMT+ Asia Business News on Ku.
RIMSATG2

fl42.28
C-band)
Presantly

offering FTA
PNG's EM TV
(an ouflet for
9 Australia)
and Hindi

music-movie
channel Asia
Television
Network.
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r YOIIR equipment survey:
Size dish(es): ;Noise Temp LNB(s):
Make/model receiver(s):
Make/model standards converslon:

r Fnends with dishes (1ilill be sent lrterature explaining SPAGE):

If mailing, to: SatFACTS Observers, PO Box 330, Mangonui, Far Nofth, New Zealand

SatFACTS Mav 1995 SURVEY OF EM TV RECEPTION
We are seeking critical reports of the reception quality of Rimsat Gl EM TV (TR R10) to

assist in mapping the coverage area. Please he$!
My reception quality is: I Excellent I Good n Fair I Poor

I _do _do NOT notice variations in reception quality dwing the broadcast day
I -do -do NOT notice a graininess to the picture

I do do NOT find the sound acceptable
The size of my dish is: ; my LNB is a

I do do NOT use a cfucular polarity feed horn

My satellite receiver ts a operated at a bandwidth of -- MHz

My Name
Address
Town/City

Please return by 1 June to:

EM TV Survey, PO Box 330, Mangonui, Far North, NZ (Fax: 64'9406'1083)

Instructions to Order from SatFACTS Data Shoppe:
O From anyplace in world: Enclose payment in NZ$, or' in US$ at rate of

S1NZ : 64 cents US (total in NZ$, multrply by .64) to

Far North Cablevision Ltd., PO Box 330, Mangonui, Far North, New Zealand
c Complete your orvn ship-to infbrmation below.

Total amount of order (add items ordered on reverse side of this card): NZ$

(If paying in US$, multiply .64 times NZ$ number for total)

Ship to:

Name

Address

Town I Clty Country
IF Member of SPACE Pacific: Your membership Number (found

on membership certificate, line 4: )



ENTRY LEVEL:
t ttre WORLD of SATELLITE TV (Asia Pacific edition) by Mark Long and Jeffrey Keating. The
ideal "starter" manual for someone entering the field of satellite television. How the system works. what
the parts do, how they all fit together. 226 hidn quality, well illustrated pages. Ease of comprehension
plus excellent detail. Price: NZ$30 within NZ, NZ$35 elsewhere. Note : Limited copies remain in stock.
these will surely sell out this month SVe hope)!
t fgg+OZ / MAT\i: Master Antenna Television Systems. How to plan. select equipment tbr and
install multiple outlet systems for motels,. hotels, apaftment flats and condos. Practical step by step
guidance. Price : IJZ$20 world-wide.
D tgq+O+ iTlome Satellite Systems. What the parts are, how they go together for POR home T\iRO
systems; how you create a working system with maximum performance at minimum outlay. Plce:
NZ$20 world-r,vide,
E fgq+OS / Commercial Satellite Dish Systems (SMAT\i). If you are building a sysrem from scratch.
also order TB9402 for the MATV portion basics. If you are rebuildine an existing MATV system to add
satellite signals. you need thisl Price: NZ$20 world-wide.

DISH OW\]ING ENTHUSIAST LEVEL:
E Coop'3 Satellite Operations Manual. Originally written 1980, this manual explains horv you
locate and interpret the multitude of wide and narrow band signals available via satellite. Dozens of i'un.
new ways to get more from your dish system. Price: NZ$3(l rn'orld-wide.
E Gibson Satellite Navigator (O/'w 19S0). The mechanics of the Clarke Orbit Belt, how a dish
tracking system is designed and operated to allow full horizon to horizon reception with a motorised
dish system. \'ery practical, very hands on with plenty of do-it-yourself instruction for inexpensive
systems. Price: NZ$30 worid-wide.
E Coop's Basic Manual on Fine Tuning Satellite Terminals (O/w l9S0). The little things such as
feeds, connectors, powenng. Tips from the people who started home dish reception in the 1970s,
building the foundation for the present T\'RO industry day by day, discovery by discovery. Very
practical. very hands on. Price. NZ$30 world-wide.

BUSINESS MANAGEMENT REFERENCE MATERIAL:
tr Cm 94tZ lStarNET TV Wants To Put You In The Cable TV Business. When AsiaSat 2 is
Iaunched in mid year, StarNET's 7 free to air (plus 35 pay T\) seruices are designed to make you a cable
TV operator. Price: NZ$30 world-wide.
tr Cm 9503 / COPYRIGHT - How It Works, Your Liabilities. Must reading for anyone planning
to distribute satellite programming to motels, hotels, commurities. Price: NZ$3CI world-wide.
tr CfO 9504/ GALAXY- The detailed, inside story of what it is, where it wants to go. If your appetite
to understand Galaxl' is whetted by our 3 page report in this issue of SatFACTS, this detailed analysis
(issued April 28th) is for you. Price : NZ$30 world-wide.



When they wanted Cable
Television throughout

Europe, Asia and America

they called the
man from Maser.

James Golden has a world of experience, spanning twenty

years, in Cable Television.

He has advised in every aspecr of developing, establishing,

operating and managing Cable Television on three continents.

Maser is now making rhar extraordinary skill and knowledge

availabie to Cable Teievision operators in New Zealand.

There is more. Maser has formed alliances with General

Instrument, Belden, CableData, Gilberr Engineering, Channelmatic,

C & E Corp, Loma Scientific and Alpha Technoiogies. Each and every

one an unquestioned market leader.

From studio to set top. Everything you require including

automatic systems for inserting commercials and foolproof billing.

All from the world's leading suppliers.

And,  of  course,  there is  J im.

Ti!IUIASER
If__-]recHNoLoGY GRoUP

Ca l l  Mase r  now on  64  9  479  7889  o r  f ax  64  9  479  6536  and  we ' l l  pu t  you

together  wi th the best  names in the business

P.O BOX 65-166 Mairangi  Bay,  Auchland,  New Zealand
For  Pro- fess iona ls


